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Please wear your badge when participating in spectating, staffing, volunteering, or any other official duty associated with the 2022 PDGA Professional World Championships.

**competitor badges**

Each FPO and MPO player will be issued a single Competitor Badge (yellow). Players should wear the badge on the course between arrival and departure. When a player competes in the event, the competitor does not need to wear a badge (i.e., store the badge in a bag or cart). Badge Holders must wear their badges around their necks.

**what is special about the PDGA competitor badge?**

Player parking is not available at the courses on the actual tournament days. The badge allows the player to use the shuttle, which will run from the lower parking lot at Emporia State University to the two courses from Tuesday, August 30 to Saturday, September 3.

The badge also allows players access to the warm-up area at ESU on tournament days. Only players, caddies, and support personnel can access the warm-up area.

The player badge also acts as a spectator pass at either course. NOTE: When using the player badge as a spectator badge, the player must follow all spectator rules and remain in designated areas. These rules are in the Spectator Badge section of this document.

**Professional Worlds Shuttle Schedule (MPO/FPO only)**

- Tuesday, August 30 to Saturday, September 3
- 6:30 AM to 7 PM*

  *Last return trip is 30 mins after the final card of the day is confirmed.

  Only one caddy is allowed per player on the shuttle. The caddy must have a caddy badge.
Each FPO and MPO player will be issued a single Caddy Badge. This badge can be assigned to a single caddy who will walk with and stay close to the designated player. The caddy must wear their badge around their neck at all times. Caddy must follow PDGA rules when on the courses.

These rules are as follows:

1. Caddy must behave professionally, not disrupting the regular disc golf play.
2. The PDGA 3.05 Carts, Caddies, and Groups rules must be followed during tournament play.
3. Failure to comply with any of these rules will lead to immediate dismissal from the course and the forfeiture of the caddy badge.

The badge also allows caddies access to the warm-up area at ESU on tournament days. Only players, caddies, and support personnel can access the warm-up area.

The Caddy Badge also acts as a spectator pass at either course. Therefore, a caddy must follow all spectating rules when using the badge to spectate. These rules are in the Spectator Badge section of this document.
FPO and MPO players will receive two Support Badges (orange). A player can assign this badge to two support persons who can access the warm-up area before and after the player’s round. It also provides access to the spectator zones on both courses. The support person must wear their badge around their neck at all times.

The Support Person Badge does **NOT** provide access to the shuttle on tournament days.

A support person must follow all spectating rules when using the badge to spectate. These rules are in the Spectator Badge section of this document.

**BADGES**

**STAFF AND VOLUNTEER BADGES**

Staff and Volunteer badges (blue) are for staff and volunteers who provide the services necessary for a successful event. The badges will allow special parking privileges at the venues where a staff member or volunteer works. In addition, tournament staff will deliver individual communication to each staff member and volunteer explaining their parking rights at their assigned locations.

Staff and Volunteers must follow the same rules as spectators **UNLESS** their assigned task precludes them from doing so.

These rules are as follows:

1. Staff and volunteers must behave professionally, not disrupting the regular play of disc golf.

2. Failure to comply with these rules will lead to immediate dismissal from the course and the forfeiture of a Staff or Volunteer badge.

The Staff or Volunteer badge gives the bearer no additional privileges outside parking and access necessary to complete their assigned tasks and duties.

Staff and volunteers can also use their badges to spectate at a course when they are not assigned volunteer shifts. Staff and volunteers must follow all spectating rules. These rules are in the Spectator Badge section of this document.
COME WATCH LIVE COVERAGE EACH DAY OF THE EVENT!
TUESDAY, AUGUST 30 ........................................ 9AM - 6PM
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 31 ................................. 9AM - 6PM
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 ................................. 9AM - 6PM
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2 ..................................... 9AM - 6PM
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 3 ................................. 9AM - 6PM

REPLAYS OF COVERAGE WILL BE PLAYING ALL WEEK AS WELL WHEN LIVE COVERAGE IS NOT SCHEDULED.
THE MEASUREMENTS YOU NEED TO GIVE YOURSELF AN EDGE

THE ALL NEW EDGE™ DISC GOLF RANGEFINDER

The new Edge™ Disc Golf Rangefinder gives you the data you need to improve your gameplay and develop confidence on the course. Displaying accurate distance up to 4X a second in scan mode and height measurements with new Z-MODE™, The Edge™ makes disc selection for uphill and downhill shots a walk in the park. It’s Purpose-Built for Disc Golf.

THE MEASUREMENTS YOU NEED TO GIVE YOURSELF AN EDGE

THE ALL NEW EDGE™ DISC GOLF RANGEFINDER

The new Edge™ Disc Golf Rangefinder gives you the data you need to improve your gameplay and develop confidence on the course. Displaying accurate distance up to 4X a second in scan mode and height measurements with new Z-MODE™, The Edge™ makes disc selection for uphill and downhill shots a walk in the park. It’s Purpose-Built for Disc Golf.

LEARN MORE AT BUSHNELL.COM/DISCGOLF
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PARKING MAPS AND LOCATIONS

PARKING

BUS ROUTE
(PLAYERS AND CADDIES ONLY)
PARKING AT THE EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB

If spaces are available in the Emporia Country Club parking lot, you may park in the lot for your practice rounds on Friday, August 26th through Monday, August 29th. If spots are not available, you may park on side streets (not on W. 18th Ave) or at the lower parking lots at Emporia State University (just east of the intersection of Merchant and W. 18th Ave). The ESU lot is about a two-minute walk from the Hole 1 basket at the club. If you have a large RV, please plan on parking in the lower lots at Emporia State University for your practice rounds.

Players cannot park in the Country Club parking lot on tournament days. Players have three options for parking on tournament days. They may park on side streets around the Country Club (but not on W. 18th Avenue). They may also park in the lower parking lots at Emporia State University and take the Player/Caddy-only shuttle to the course. Players may also park in the lower parking lots at Emporia State University and walk to the Country Club.

The shuttle will be running back and forth between the lower lots at ESU, the Emporia Country Club, and Jones Park every 15 minutes from 6:30 AM until 30 minutes after the last card is finished at the course on both days. Please plan accordingly.

There are no designated warm-up areas at the courses during tournament play. The designated warm-up area for competitors playing both courses will be the Campus Woods area which is on the north side of I-35 on the ESU campus and can be accessed through a tunnel under I-35 from the ESU lower parking lots. Only players, caddies, and support personnel will be allowed access to the practice/warm-up area. The shuttle will leave from the south side of the tunnel leading to the practice area. This is also the point where it will return players to the lower lots.

Detailed maps for parking may be found at www.2022proworlds.com under the Players tab, and in this caddy book.
GENERAL COURSE RULES

apply on all holes, unless otherwise noted

• All roads/parking lots & beyond are OB. Roads/parking lots are defined as any man-made pavement or concrete including adjacent curbs and sidewalks if present.

• All cart paths and sidewalks & beyond are OB unless otherwise indicated in the specific hole notes.

• All tall grass is OB unless otherwise indicated in the specific hole notes (defined by tall grass edge unless painted lines are present, at which time the painted lines are the OB line for the tall grass).

• All traditional golf greens, traditional golf tee boxes, traditional golf fairways, and traditional golf bunkers are OB unless otherwise indicated in the specific hole notes.

• Fairway dividers are painted lines dividing holes on the course serving as OB lines.

• All disc golf tee pads located within the defined inbounds area of a hole are inbounds for that hole.
### Course Info and O.B. Notes

#### Front 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOLE</th>
<th>PAR</th>
<th>DST (L)</th>
<th>DST (S)</th>
<th>HOLE SPECIFICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,224'</td>
<td>999'</td>
<td>Rough to the left of the traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond on left, sidewalk &amp; beyond on right, gravel road &amp; beyond long, traditional golf green (defined by paint lines), traditional golf tee boxes (defined by paint lines), and fairway divider &amp; beyond are all OB. Traditional golf fairway is inbounds on this hole. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>745'</td>
<td>582'</td>
<td>Cart path &amp; beyond on left, traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond on left, gravel road &amp; beyond on right, fence &amp; beyond on right, and fairway dividers &amp; beyond on left and long are all OB. Tall grass is inbounds on this hole. FPO &amp; MPO both play from long tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>466'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond on left, fairway divider &amp; beyond on left, and cart path &amp; beyond on right and long are all OB. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box to standard pin. Par 3 for MPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>598'</td>
<td>388'</td>
<td>Fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left, cart path &amp; beyond on left (defined by paint lines), fence line &amp; beyond on right and long (defined by paint lines in lieu of missing fence), traditional golf green (defined by paint lines), traditional golf bunker (defined by paint lines) are all OB. Much of the traditional golf fairway is inbounds on this hole. FPO plays from the long tee box to long pin. MPO plays the short tee box to long pin. Par 4 for FPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>675'</td>
<td>523'</td>
<td>Cart path &amp; beyond on right, traditional golf tee (defined by paint lines), fairway dividers &amp; beyond on left and long, and traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond on left are all OB. Concrete path crossing fairway is inbounds. FPO &amp; MPO both play from long tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>339'</td>
<td>300'</td>
<td>Traditional golf green (defined by paint lines), traditional golf bunker (defined by paint lines), traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines), fairway dividers &amp; beyond on left and long, tail grass (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond left and long, and cart path &amp; beyond are all OB. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>678'</td>
<td>579'</td>
<td>Cart path (defined by paint line when present) &amp; beyond on left and short right, traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond on right, fairway dividers &amp; beyond on right and long are all OB. Tee box is an island in OB. If tee shot(s) from the long tee box does(do) not fly over any inbounds portion of the hole, player’s next shot(s) island restricted to the Drop Zone or the initial long tee box. Normal OB rules apply to throws from Drop Zone and for any shot that flies over any part of inbounds. FPO &amp; MPO both play from long tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>994'</td>
<td>886'</td>
<td>Cart paths &amp; beyond short, left and right, fairway dividers (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond on left and long, tall grass (defined by paint lines), and pond (defined by paint lines) are all OB. Tee pad is an island in OB. Short of cart path off of tee is OB. If tee shot(s) from the tee box does(do) not fly over any inbounds portion of the hole, player’s next shot is restricted to tee box. After disc has flown over any inbounds portion of the hole, normal OB rules apply. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>719'</td>
<td></td>
<td>All area short of ditch, creek &amp; beyond, cart path (defined by paint line when present) &amp; beyond on left, traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond, fences &amp; beyond, and fairway dividers (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond are all OB. Tee pad is an island in OB. If any throw(s) from tee pad does(do) not cross over any inbounds portion of the hole, the player’s next shot is restricted to the Drop Zone or the initial tee box. If any throw(s) from tee pad does(do) cross over any inbounds portion of the hole, but finishes OB, the player’s next shot(s) can be taken from the initial tee box, the Drop Zone, or use normal OB rules to determine the lie. All of the treed and tall grass area past the first ditch and left of the creek is inbounds until you reach the fairway divider past the basket. The short tee pad is NOT the Drop Zone. Traditional golf tee box on left is inbounds. The Drop Zone is an island in OB. Normal OB rules apply for all throws from the Drop Zone. FPO &amp; MPO both play from short tee box to standard pin. Par 4 for MPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLE</td>
<td>PAR</td>
<td>DST (L)</td>
<td>DST (S)</td>
<td>HOLE SPECIFICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>330'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fairway divider (defined by paint lines) left &amp; beyond long &amp; beyond and fence &amp; beyond on right are OB. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box to standard pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>404'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cart path &amp; beyond left and long, traditional golf green (defined by paint lines), fairway dividers (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond on right side of traditional golf fairway &amp; beyond and long, and traditional golf tee box (defined by paint lines) are all OB. Portions of the traditional golf fairway are inbounds on this hole. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box to standard pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>450'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond on left, tall grass (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond on right, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond left &amp; long, and property lines (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond on right are all OB. Par 4 for FPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>397'</td>
<td>333'</td>
<td>Cart path &amp; beyond on right, tall grass on left (defined by paint lines), and fairway divider (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond left &amp; long are all OB. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>975'</td>
<td>893'</td>
<td>Fairway divider (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond on left and long, fence lines (all parts of fences are OB) and property lines &amp; beyond on right, and traditional golf green (defined by paint lines) are all OB. Portions of the traditional golf fairway are inbounds on this hole. FPO plays from middle tee box to long pin. MPO plays from long tee box to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>439'</td>
<td>353'</td>
<td>Island Green defined by the following OB lines; cart paths, left side of traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines), and fairway dividers (defined by paint lines). If player’s throw(s) from the tee pad does(do) not come to rest inbounds on island green, the player’s next throw(s) are restricted to the Drop Zone or the tee box. Normal OB rules apply for any shots from the Drop Zone or from the island itself. The short tee pad is NOT the Drop Zone. FPO plays from short tee box to standard pin. MPO plays from long tee box to standard pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>320'</td>
<td></td>
<td>All water (defined by paint lines when present) &amp; beyond (with exception of island green), cart path &amp; beyond right, paint lines &amp; beyond, and bridge &amp; beyond are all OB. The island green is defined by water on the front, left, and right sides (defined by paint lines when present), the wall on the back of the island, and beyond, the end of the bridge on the right side (defined by paint lines). If player’s throw(s) from the tee box does(do) not come to rest inbounds, the player’s next shot is restricted to the Drop Zone or the tee box. Normal OB rules apply for any shots not thrown from the tee box. The traditional golf tee box on the island is inbounds. FPO &amp; MPO both play from the long (dock) tee box to standard pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>745'</td>
<td>635'</td>
<td>Fairway divider (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond left, right, and long, cart path &amp; beyond short left &amp; long, traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond, traditional golf bunkers (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond, traditional golf green (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond, and water (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond are all OB. Mando left of tee. If mando is missed from the tee box, the player’s next shot(s) is(are) restricted to the Drop Zone or the tee box. If mando is missed from a lie other than the tee box, the player’s next shot(s) is(are) restricted to the Drop Zone or the previous lie. The tall grass/rough to the left of the fairway is inbounds now. FPO plays from the standard tee box to short pin. MPO plays from standard tee box to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>4/3</td>
<td>691'</td>
<td>347'</td>
<td>Cart path &amp; beyond short &amp; left (up to fairway divider), fairway divider (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond left, pond (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond to the right, traditional golf tee box (defined by paint lines), and tall grass/tree line (defined by paint lines) &amp; beyond past the basket are all OB. Long tee box is an island in OB. If tee shot(s) from the tee box does(do) not fly over any inbounds portion of the hole, player’s next shot(s) is(are) restricted to Drop Zone or the long tee box. If a throw finishes out-of-bounds, but did cross over an inbounds portion of the hole, the player may use the Drop Zone as their next lie, the previous lie again, or use normal OB rules to determine their next lie. The Drop Zone itself is also an island, right. If throw(s) from the Drop Zone does(do) not fly over any inbounds portion of the hole, player’s next shot(s) is(are) restricted to the Drop Zone. If a throw from the Drop Zone finishes out-of-bounds, but did cross over an inbounds portion of the hole, the player may use the Drop Zone as their next lie or use normal OB rules to determine their next lie. Short tee box and surrounding peninsula is inbounds for the FPO division ONLY. The short tee pad and surrounding peninsula is OB for MPO division. Portions of the traditional golf fairway are inbounds. The Drop Zone on Hole #18 is for MPO only. The short FPO tee box is not a Drop Zone for the hole. FPO plays from the short tee box to standard pin. MPO plays the long tee box to standard pin. Par 3 for FPO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB

HOLE 5
PAR 5

DYNAMIC DISCS
DISC GOLF COURSE

OB DESCRIPTION

997’, Short Pin
1,224’, Long Pin

EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB
HOLE SIGNS
HOLE 3
PAR 3½
DISTANCE 466', OB DESCRIPTION

Traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines) & beyond on left, fairway divider & beyond on right, and cart path & beyond on right and long are all OB.
**HOLE 4 SHORT**

**PAR 3**

**DISTANCE 388'**

**OB DESCRIPTION**

Fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left. Cart path & beyond on left (defined by paint lines), fence line & beyond on right and long (defined by paint lines in lieu of missing fence), traditional golf green (defined by paint lines), traditional golf bunker (defined by paint lines) are all OB.

Much of the traditional golf fairway is in bounds on this hole.

**RED PRINT INDICATES ADDITIONAL OB FOR SANCTIONED EVENTS ONLY.**

---

**HOLE 4 LONG**

**PAR 4**

**DISTANCE 598'**

**OB DESCRIPTION**

Fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left. Cart path & beyond on left (defined by paint lines), fence line & beyond on right and long (defined by paint lines in lieu of missing fence), traditional golf green (defined by paint lines), traditional golf bunker (defined by paint lines) are all OB.

Much of the traditional golf fairway is in bounds on this hole.

**RED PRINT INDICATES ADDITIONAL OB FOR SANCTIONED EVENTS ONLY.**
OB DESCRIPTION

523'
SHORT PIN

675'
LONG PIN

Par 4

HOLE 4

EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB DISC GOLF COURSE
EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB

HOLE 7

PAR 4

OB DESCRIPTION

Hole signs indicate additional OB for sanctioned events only. Sites that fly over any part of the box are out. Normal OB rules apply to throws from drop zones and for any out of bounds portion of the hole. Player’s next shot (s) (beyond restricted to the drop zone or take out) is an island in the long tee shot (s) from the long tee box (s) (on fly) over any

579' Short Pin

678' Long Pin

EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB DISC GOLF COURSE
HOLE 9
Par 4
DISTANCE
719
OB DESCRIPTION
Drop Zone
EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB DISC GOLF COURSE

RED PRINT INDICATES ADDITIONAL OB FOR SANCTIONED EVENTS ONLY.

Note: The course map is an artistic rendering of the course layout. Not all fairways and greens are to scale. Distances are approximate. The layout of the course is subject to change. For more information, please contact the club at 123-456-7890.

Disclaimers:
- All areas marked as obstacles are to be avoided. Failure to do so may result in additional penalties.
- Course rules and regulations may vary. Always check with course staff before playing.
- Course maps and layouts are subject to change without notice.

For more information, visit our website at www.emporiacountryclub.com or call us at 123-456-7890.

EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB DISC GOLF COURSE
EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB

OB DESCRIPTION

330 Yards

DISTANCE

HOLE 10

PAR 3

Fairway divide (defined by paint lines) left & right are OB.

Beyond and long & beyond and fence & beyond.
Hole Signs

EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB

OB DESCRIPTION

404'

DISTANCE

3

PAR

HOLE 11

DISC GOLF COURSE

EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB

RED PRINT INDICATES ADDITIONAL OB FOR SANCTIONED EVENTS ONLY.

Portions of the traditional golf fairway are in bounds on this hole.

Right side of traditional golf fairway & beyond and long, and
paint lines (fairway dividers defined by paint lines) & beyond on
cart path & beyond left and long, traditional golf green (defined by
dotted lines) (defined by paint lines)
Hole Signs

EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB

Hole Description

OB
Beyond left & long are all OB.
Grass on left, and fairway divider & cart path & beyond on right, tall

PAR
3

Short Pin
397'

Long Pin
333'
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Disc Golf Course

EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB

Dynamic Discs
HOLE SIGNS

COUNTRY CLUB
D I S C   G O L F   C O U R S E

HOLE 14
MID

PAR 5
DISTANCE 893’

OB DESCRIPTION
Fairway divider (defined by paint lines) & beyond on left and long, fence lines (all parts of fences are OB) and property lines & beyond on right, and traditional golf green (defined by paint lines) are all OB. Portions of the traditional golf fairway are in bounds on this hole.

RED PRINT INDICATES ADDITIONAL OB FOR SANCTIONED EVENTS ONLY.

COUNTRY CLUB
D I S C   G O L F   C O U R S E

HOLE 14
LONG

PAR 5
DISTANCE 975’

OB DESCRIPTION
Fairway divider (defined by paint lines) & beyond on left and long, fence lines (all parts of fences are OB) and property lines & beyond on right, and traditional golf green (defined by paint lines) are all OB. Portions of the traditional golf fairway are in bounds on this hole.

RED PRINT INDICATES ADDITIONAL OB FOR SANCTIONED EVENTS ONLY.

EMPORIA COUNTRY CLUB
**HOLE SIGNS**

**HOLE 15**

**COUNTRY CLUB DISC GOLF COURSE**

PAR 3

DISTANCE 353'

**OB DESCRIPTION**

Island Green defined by the following OB lines: cart paths, left side of traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines), and fairway dividers (defined by paint lines). If player's throw(s) from the tee pad does(do) not come to rest in bounds on island green, the player's next throw(s) is(are) restricted to the Drop Zone or the tee box. Normal OB rules apply for any shots from the Drop Zone or from the island itself. NOTE: The short tee pad is NOT the Drop Zone.

**HOLE 15**

**COUNTRY CLUB DISC GOLF COURSE**

PAR 3

DISTANCE 439'

**OB DESCRIPTION**

Island Green defined by the following OB lines: cart paths, left side of traditional golf fairway (defined by paint lines), and fairway dividers (defined by paint lines). If player's throw(s) from the tee pad does(do) not come to rest in bounds on island green, the player's next throw(s) is(are) restricted to the Drop Zone or the tee box. Normal OB rules apply for any shots from the Drop Zone or from the island itself. NOTE: The short tee pad is NOT the Drop Zone.
OB DESCRIPTION

DISTANCE 320'
HOLE SIGNS

COUNTRY CLUB
D I S C   G O L F   C O U R S E

HOLE 18
SHORT

PAR 3
DISTANCE 347'

OB DESCRIPTION
Curt path & beyond on left, up to fairway divide, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) & beyond left, pond (defined by paint lines) & beyond to the right, traditional golf tee box (defined by paint line), and tall grass/tree line (defined by paint line) & beyond past the basket are all OB. Tee box and surrounding peninsula is inbounds for players using the short tee box ONLY. The tee pad and surrounding peninsula is OB for players starting at the long tee box.
Note: Portions of the traditional golf fairway are inbounds.
Note: The Drop Zone on Hole #18 is for the long tee box only.

RED PRINT INDICATES ADDITIONAL OB FOR SANCTIONED EVENTS ONLY.

COUNTRY CLUB
D I S C   G O L F   C O U R S E

HOLE 18
LONG

PAR 4
DISTANCE 691'

OB DESCRIPTION
Curt path & beyond on left, up to fairway divide, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) & beyond left, pond (defined by paint lines) & beyond to the right, traditional golf tee box (defined by paint line), and tall grass/tree line (defined by paint line) & beyond past the basket are all OB. Long tee box is on island in #18. Free shots from the tees above dealership not fly over any inbounds portion of the hole, player’s next shot if “cut” must be a Drop Zone or the long tee box. A throw outside of the Drop Zone on “cut” is a penalty 2 Gross, or see normal OB rules to determine their next shot. The Drop Zone is a low island tee. If during over the Drop Zone developer net fly over any inbounds portion of the hole, player’s next shot is to the Drop Zone. If a throw from the Drop Zone misses net or fly over, but still cross over an inbounds portion of the hole, the player may use the Drop Zone as their next tee, the penalty 2 Gross, or see normal OB rules to determine their next shot. Note: Portions of the traditional golf fairway are inbounds.
Note: The Drop Zone on Hole #18 is for the long tee box only.

RED PRINT INDICATES ADDITIONAL OB FOR SANCTIONED EVENTS ONLY.
Stop by our booth at the flymart for a chance to win a FREE GRIPeq bag!

Make extraordinary par for the course.
Parking at the Supreme 18 DGC at Jones Park

Player parking will be limited to the east parking lot just off of the Lincoln Park entrance to the park from **Friday, August 26th to Monday, August 29th**. If the lot is filled, you are welcome to park on side streets around the park. If you have a large RV, please plan on parking on side streets surrounding the course and not in the east parking lot.

**Players cannot park in the Jones Park parking lots on tournament days.** Players have two options for parking on tournament days. They may park on side streets around Jones Park. They may also park in the lower parking lots at Emporia State University and take the Player/Caddy-only shuttle to the course.

The shuttle will be running back and forth between the lower lots at ESU, the Emporia Country Club, and Jones Park every 15 minutes from 6:30 AM until 30 minutes after the last card is finished at the course on both days. Please plan accordingly.

There are no designated warm-up areas at the courses during tournament play. The designated warm-up area for competitors playing both courses will be the Campus Woods area which is on the north side of I-35 on the ESU campus and can be accessed through a tunnel under I-35 from the ESU lower parking lots. Only players, caddies, and support personnel will be allowed access to the practice/warm-up area. The shuttle will leave from the south side of the tunnel leading to the practice area. This is also the point where it will return players to the lower lots.

Detailed maps for parking may be found at [www.2022proworlds.com](http://www.2022proworlds.com) under the Players tab, and in this caddy book.
GENERAL COURSE RULES

apply on all holes, unless otherwise noted

• All roads/parking lots & beyond are OB (defined by yellow painted lines when present). If painted lines are not present, roads/parking lots are defined as any manmade pavement, concrete, or gravel to include adjacent curbs and sidewalks if present (unless indicated otherwise in the hole specific notes). If wooden posts with cable wires are present near the road or parking lot, the cable wire serves as the OB line (not the yellow lines or the road itself). In some areas where the cable wires are not clear indicators of OB, a white paint line will be used.

• All sidewalks are OB.

• All creeks/rivers & beyond are OB unless otherwise indicated in the specific hole notes (defined by water’s edge unless painted lines are present, at which time the painted lines are the OB line).

• All ponds are OB (defined by water’s edge unless painted lines are present, at which time the painted lines are the OB line).

• In or on all buildings/pavilions and concrete surrounding buildings/ pavilions are OB.

• All playgrounds and the surrounding concrete are OB.

• All tall grass is OB (defined by tall grass edge unless painted lines are present, at which time the painted lines are the OB line for the tall grass) unless otherwise noted.

• All fences & beyond are OB. The entire fence posts are OB. OB lines extend from the inbounds facing side of the fence post to the inbounds facing side of the next adjacent post.

• On or under all bridges are OB unless otherwise indicated in the specific hole notes.

• Fairway dividers are painted lines dividing the course’s holes serving as OB lines.

• All disc golf tee boxes located within the defined inbounds area of a hole are inbounds for that hole.

COURSE DIRECTOR
STEVEN STORRIE // 940-453-0197
ASSISTANT COURSE DIRECTOR
BRADLEY CROW // 214-577-0991
MATT LOYD // 479-264-4469
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOLE</th>
<th>PAR</th>
<th>DST (L)</th>
<th>DST (S)</th>
<th>HOLE SPECIFICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>291'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fairway is inbounds up to the creek (defined by paint lines), to the road on the right, and to the fairway divider on the left (defined by paint lines). Only the island green is inbounds across the creek (the creek is defined by paint lines). The rocks and boulders surrounding the island green are OB. If player’s throw(s) from the tee box does not come to rest inbounds either short of the creek (defined by paint lines) or on the island green, the player’s next throw is restricted to the Drop Zone or the tee box. If player’s throw(s) from the inbounds surface short of the creek, or from the Drop Zone does not come to rest inbounds either short of the creek (defined by paint lines) or on the island green, the player’s next throw is restricted to the Drop Zone or the previous lie. Normal OB rules apply for any throws taken from lies on the island green. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box to standard pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1087'</td>
<td>888'</td>
<td>Fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and Beyond on left, road (defined by cable wire when present or yellow paint line when cable wire is not present) and beyond on left, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right, pond (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right, fairway dividers (defined by paint lines) and beyond long are all OB. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>654'</td>
<td>557'</td>
<td>Pond (defined by paint lines), fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left and right, and paved road and beyond long are OB. If a player’s throw(s) from the tee box finishes OB, the player’s next throw(s) is (are) restricted to the Drop Zone or the tee box. Normal OB rules apply for any throws not thrown from the initial tee box. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>668'</td>
<td>615'</td>
<td>Fairway dividers (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left and right are OB. Road and beyond on right (up until the fairway divider) is OB. Road long of the basket is OB (as defined by yellow lines). FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>385'</td>
<td>317'</td>
<td>Pond (defined by paint lines), beyond the pond to the left, fence and beyond on right up to the fairway divider, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right and long are all OB. If a players throw(s) from the tee box finishes OB, the player’s next throw(s) is (are) restricted to the Drop Zone or the tee box. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>315'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pond (defined by paint lines), Beyond on the left, fence and beyond on right up to the fairway divider, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right and long are all OB. If a player’s throw(s) from the tee box finishes OB, the player’s next throw(s) is (are) restricted to the Drop Zone or the tee box. Normal OB rules apply for any throws not thrown from the initial tee box. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box to standard pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>704'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on the left (up to the road), road (defined by yellow line) and beyond on left and long, small pond (defined by paint lines), and fence and beyond on right are all OB. Par 5 for FPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>423'</td>
<td>329'</td>
<td>Road (defined by cable wire) and beyond left, fairway dividers (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right and long, sidewalk and beyond long, and shelter and beyond long are all OB. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>682'</td>
<td>524'</td>
<td>Pond (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right, fairway dividers (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left and right, and road (defined by cable wire when present or yellow paint line when cable wire is not present) and beyond are all OB. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### HOLE SPECIFICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOLE</th>
<th>PAR</th>
<th>DST (L)</th>
<th>DST (S)</th>
<th>COURSE INFO AND O.B. NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>724'</td>
<td>537'</td>
<td>Road (defined by cable wire) and beyond on left, property line (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right, and, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond long are all OB. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>493'</td>
<td>395'</td>
<td>Road (defined by yellow lines) and beyond on left, property line (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right, sidewalk and beyond on right, creek and beyond long (as defined by paint lines), and, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond long are all OB. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>302'</td>
<td>280'</td>
<td>Island Green surrounded by tall grass (defined by painted lines). If player’s throw(s) from the tee box does(do) not come to rest inbounds on the island, the player’s next throw(s) is(are) restricted to the Drop Zone or the tee box. Normal OB rules apply for any throws taken from lies on the island green or from the Drop Zone. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box to standard pin. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>466'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pond (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left, creek (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left, property lines (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right past the creek that crosses fairway, electrical transformer (as defined by fence), sidewalk and beyond long, and road (defined by yellow lines) and beyond long are all OB. Normal OB rules apply to all throws not made from the initial tee box. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box to standard pin. Par 3 for MPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>695'</td>
<td>504'</td>
<td>Pond (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left, creek (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left, property lines (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right, and, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond long are all OB. The creek that crosses fairway (including bridge) is INBOUNDS. If a disc lands below the bridge, no lie can be relocated to the top of the bridge. FPO plays from the short tee box. MPO plays from the long tee box. Both FPO &amp; MPO play to the standard pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>396'</td>
<td>325'</td>
<td>Tall grass (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left, fairway dividers (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right and left, and road and parking lot (defined by cable wire when present or yellow paint line when cable wire is not present) and beyond on right, long, and road left are all OB. The walkway through the tall grass is also OB. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box to standard pin. Par 5 for FPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>827'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tall grass (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left and long, tall grass (defined by paint lines) short, road and parking lot (defined by cable wire when present or yellow paint line when cable wire is not present) and beyond on right, and, fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right are all OB. FPO &amp; MPO both play from standard tee box. FPO plays to short pin. MPO plays to long pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>710'</td>
<td>570'</td>
<td>Long tee is an island tee box. If a player’s throw(s) does(do) not clear the road (defined by yellow paint line) from the long tee, the player’s next throw(s) is(are) restricted to the tee box. If a player’s throw from the tee box clears the road, but does not finish inbounds, normal OB rules apply. Mando left of the telephone pole in rightside of fairway. If a player’s throw from the tee box clears the road, but misses the Mando, the player’s next throw is restricted to the Mando Drop Zone (only used for missed mando throws) or from the tee box. Normal OB rules apply to all throws made from the playing surface other than the tee box. If the Mando is missed from a lie other than the tee box, the player’s next throw(s) is(are) restricted to the Mando Drop Zone or from the previous lie. Fairway divider (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left (both before and after the creek), road (defined by yellow paint line) and beyond on right short of the creek, creek (defined by paint lines), and, fairway dividers (defined by paint lines) both right and long (past the creek) are all OB. The Drop Zone is only to be used for throws missing the Mando. FPO plays from the short tee box to standard pin. MPO plays from the long tee box to standard pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>789'</td>
<td>701'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE SUPREME 18 AT JONES PARK

HOLE NOTES

Red print indicates additional OB for sanctioned events only.

Beyond on right are all OB's (defined by paint lines), and fence and beyond on left and long, small pond and road (defined by yellow line) and

Fairway divider (defined by paint lines).

HOLE 14

DISTANCE

415 PAR

444 AT JONES PARK SUPREME 18
HOLE NOTES

Road and Parking Lot (defined by cable wire) and beyond left, Fairway dividers (defined by paint lines) and beyond on right and long, sidewalk and beyond long and shelter and beyond long are all OB.

Red print indicates additional OB for sanctioned events only.

HOLE SPONSOR

Hole Sponsor

HOLE SIGNS
HOLE NOTES

493'
395'

DISTANCE

3

PAR

493'
395'

Road (defined by yellow lines) and beyond
on left, property line (defined by pink lines)
and beyond on right, sidewalk and beyond
and beyond on right, fairway divider (defined by
paint lines) and beyond long are all OB.
Red print indicates additional OB for sanctioned events only.

THE SUPREME 18 AT JONES PARK

HOLE SPONSOR

WEactivité
HOLE NOTES

Island Green surrounded by tall grass (defined by painted lines). If player's next throw/shot is beyond the drop zone or the tee box, normal OB rules apply for any throws taken from lies on the island green or from the Drop Zone.

HOLE SPONSOR

LATITUDE 64°
HOLE 14
PAR 4
DISTANCE 504’

HOLE NOTES
Pond defined by paint lines and beyond on left, creek defined by paint lines and beyond on left, property lines defined by paint lines and beyond on right, fairway divider defined by paint lines and beyond on right past the creek that crosses fairway, electrical transformer (in defined by fence), sidewalk, and beyond long, and road defined by yellow lines and beyond long are all OB. The creek that crosses fairway including bridge is INBOUNDS. If a disc lands below the bridge, no lie can be relocated to the top of the bridge.
Red print indicates additional OB for sanctioned events only.

HOLE SPONSOR

SUPREME 18
AT JONES PARK

HOLE 14
PAR 4
DISTANCE 695’

HOLE NOTES
Pond defined by paint lines and beyond on left, creek defined by paint lines and beyond on left, property lines defined by paint lines and beyond on right, fairway divider defined by paint lines and beyond on right past the creek that crosses fairway, electrical transformer (in defined by fence), sidewalk, and beyond long, and road defined by yellow lines and beyond long are all OB. The creek that crosses fairway including bridge is INBOUNDS. If a disc lands below the bridge, no lie can be relocated to the top of the bridge.
Red print indicates additional OB for sanctioned events only.

HOLE SPONSOR

THE SUPREME 18 AT JONES PARK
HOLE 17

DISTANCE 570 YDS

PAR 4

HOLE NOTES

Tall grass (defined by paint lines) and beyond on left and long tall grass (defined by paint lines short, road and parking lot defined by cable wire when present or yellow paint line when cable wire is not present) and beyond on right are all OB. The walkways and fairway divider (defined by paint lines) through the tall grass are also OB.

HOLE SPONSOR

LATITUDE 64°
HOLE NOTES
Mando left of the telephone pole in right side of fairway. If a player’s throw is missed the Mando, the player’s next to the Mando. If the player’s next throw is missed the Mando, the player’s next throw is restricted to the Mando Drop Zone. The Mando is restricted to a lie other than the tee box, and a player’s next throw is restricted to the Mando Drop Zone only. A player’s next throw is restricted to the Mando Drop Zone only. The Mando is restricted from a lie other than the tee box, and a player’s next throw is restricted to the Mando Drop Zone only. A player’s next throw is restricted to the Mando Drop Zone only.
Red print indicates additional OB for sanctioned events only.

HOLE NOTES
Island tee box. Mando left of the telephone pole in right side of fairway. If a player’s throw is missed the Mando, the player’s next throw is restricted to the Mando Drop Zone. The Mando is restricted to a lie other than the tee box. The player’s next throw is restricted to the Mando Drop Zone only. A player’s next throw is restricted to the Mando Drop Zone only. The Mando is restricted from a lie other than the tee box, and a player’s next throw is restricted to the Mando Drop Zone only. A player’s next throw is restricted to the Mando Drop Zone only.
Red print indicates additional OB for sanctioned events only.
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